autumn gear guide

**SCHWINN VANTAGE F2**
[amazon.com](http://amazon.com) | $599.99 USD

All Vantage series bikes come equipped with a Schwinn Smooth Ride Technology (S.R.T.) aluminum endurance frame. You won’t lose any lateral stiffness, so SRT lets you ride harder and longer while maintaining an incredibly smooth ride.

**TERN BICYCLES GSD S10**
[ternbicycles.com](http://ternbicycles.com) | $3999 USD | $4999 CAD

The GSD is designed to carry two kids, a week’s worth of groceries, or 400 lbs. - and it’s the same length as a standard bike. It stores vertically and fits in an elevator or a small SUV.

**GREEN GURU GEAR HAULER BIKE PACK**
[greengurugear.com](http://greengurugear.com) $100 USD | $128.11 CAD

The Hauler Bike Packing Bag is a convertible saddle bag/messenger that is lightweight and versatile for each rider. It’s an easy way to carry a substantial amount of cargo to keep on your bike without wearing a pack.

**ABUS MOBILE SECURITY BORDO ALARM 6000A**
[mobilesecurity.abus.com](http://mobilesecurity.abus.com) $169.99 USD

The Bordo Alarm takes the security of the Bordo 6000 folding lock to the next level with the inclusion of a 100dB intelligent alarm system.

**MODACITY BUILDING THE CYCLING CITY: THE DUTCH BLUEPRINT FOR URBAN VITALITY**
[islandpress.org](http://islandpress.org) $25 USD | $28.95 CAD

Melissa and Chris Bruntlett share the incredible success of the Netherlands through engaging interviews with local experts. Building the Cycling City examines their triumphs and challenges while presenting stories of North American cities already implementing lessons from across the Atlantic.

**OPUS BICYCLES ORPHEO LRT**
[opusbike.com](http://opusbike.com) $849.00 USD | $999.99 CAD

Your own lightweight rapid transport system. The Orpheo LRT is the perfect Lightweight Rapid Transport for your daily commute. Full fenders offer superior protection, while powerful hydraulic disc brakes stop you safely in all weather. Ride under the urban radar!
**BURLEY HONEY BEE**
burley.com $399 USD | $499 CAD
Honey Bee bike trailer for kids is the perfect balance of value and versatility, without compromising on safety. It features seating for one or two children and includes a 1-Wheel Stroller Kit so you can convert from trailer to stroller.

**GAZELLE BIKES EASYFLOW**
gazellebikes.com $2999 USD | $3929 CAD
The EasyFlow features the powerful Shimano STEPS mid-motor with an extensive range due to the 504 Wh battery. A spacious step-through frame and quick-adjust steam add stability and comfort, while hydraulic brakes and suspension fork and seat post optimize control.

**TWO WHEEL GEAR PANNIER BRIEFCASE CONVERTIBLE**
twowheelgear.com $149 USD | $149 CAD
Designed for biking to work or travelling as a digital nomad. The weatherproof, four-section design is the most advanced cycling laptop bag that converts from pannier to messenger style briefcase in seconds. Available in black, graphite and military waxed canvas.

**PORTLAND DESIGN WORKS SPARROW CAGE**
ridepdw.com $19 USD | $25 CAD
The Sparrow Cage adds whimsy and flair to any bicycle. Constructed of lightweight aluminum, and available in 4 distinctive finishes, Rose Gold, Copper, Silver or Black.

**OPUS BICYCLES ZERMATT W**
opusbike.com $759 USD | $949 CAD
The Opus Zermatt is no-nonsense urban cycling. Purposeful and precise, the Swiss-inspired Zermatt has everything you need to make the city your own. Full featured urban bike with fenders, rack, skirtguard and kickstand. Hydraulic disc brakes provide powerful, all-weather performance.

**BIKIE GIRL BLOOMERS PINKA DOT BLOOMERS**
bikiegirlbloomers.com $59 USD
Turn any skirt into a short with these unpadded shorts that keep you cute, comfy & covered both on and off the bike. Lined gusset for quality fit. Pairs nicely with Bikie Girl's Hitchable Flounce Skirt in black. Sizes XS-3X.
ALCHEMY GOODS
BROOKLYN BACKPACK
alchemygoods.com
$140 USD | $179.57 CAD
Made from reclaimed bicycle tubes, the Brooklyn is a sleek yet spacious backpack featuring a padded laptop sleeve compartment, a number of internal organization dividers and a pair of easy-access outside pockets.

DZR
H2O WATERPROOF SPD SNEAKER
dzrshoes.com | $179 USD
The best choice for rainy rides. The DZR H2O guarantees that you arrive at your destination with dry feet. Featuring a waterproof and seam-sealed leather upper with nylon shank and rubber outsole, the H2O provides power and grip with style.

PUBLIC BIKES
V7
publicbikes.com | $499.99 USD
The ultimate commuter bike. All the details have been thought of - seven gears for different terrains, puncture-resistant tires, dual-pivot brakes, full fenders and chainguard to keep your clothes looking sharp, and topped off with weatherproof grips and saddle.

PORTLAND DESIGN WORKS
PATHFINDER USB HEADLIGHT
ridepdw.com | $37.99 USD | $49 CAD
The Pathfinder USB Headlight is perfect for riding in highly populated areas. The Pathfinder USB Headlight is designed to focus light on to the street and away from the eyes of oncoming cyclists, drivers and pedestrians.

SCHWINN
JASMINE 16" BIKE
dickssportinggoods.com
$139.99 USD
Whether she wants a classic cruiser with a basket or a 60's vintage style with streamers for her first bike, the Schwinn Jasmine offers both. The Jasmine features Schwinn SmartStart™ Geometry, designed for your child's proportions for a comfortable fit.

ABUS MOBILE SECURITY
YOUN-I ACE HELMET
mobilesecurityabus.com
$79.99 USD
The Youn-I Ace is a lightweight commuter helmet with ample ventilation and is packed full of features, including: an integrated rear light, removable visor and bug mesh.
**FEEDBACK SPORTS RAKK**
feedbacksports.com | $42.99 USD
Bikes are fun. Storing said bikes between rides can be...not as fun. Feedback Sports designs simple, sleek and versatile bike storage solutions to fit your lifestyle. Maximize your space and give your bike the love it deserves.

**ABUS MOBILE SECURITY WBA100 FLOOR ANCHOR**
abus.com | $129.99 USD
No, it’s not a bike lock per se, but it is a great option for securing bicycles, especially cargo bikes and e-bikes that can’t be easily stored inside. Pair it with a high security chain from ABUS for ultimate protection.

**SHOWERS PASS HI-VIS ELITE JACKET**
showerspass.com | $279.99 USD
The Hi-Vis Elite (men's and women's) is Showers Pass' most breathable hi-vis jacket day and night, featuring three ways to be seen: highly visible neon fabric, reflective side panels for night time visibility plus four LED lights for ultimate visibility.

**SENNA R1 BLUETOOTH INTEGRATED ROAD CYCLING HELMET**
seana.com | $229 USD
Chat with 4 riders at distances up to 0.5 mile, or pair a smartphone to hear music, GPS directions, data from fitness apps, even take phone calls. The R1's integrated speakers allow riders to hear audio without using in-ear buds.

**BULLS BIKES STRUMVOGEL EVO STREET**
bullsebikes.com | $3999 USD | $5199 CAD
An impressive urban e-bike for those who want a faster commute or enjoy recreational riding. Equipped with a Brose Drive T motor and 650Wh battery. Features include Platinum or White color options, classic front cargo rack, front & rear fenders.

**BATCH BICYCLES COMMUTER**
batchbicycles.com | $489.99 USD
Whether the destination is the office, grocery store, yoga studio, or the coffee shop, make it “one less car” with the Commuter. Features a 6061 aluminum frame, Shimano Altus 8-speed gearing, C-Star mechanical disc brakes, fenders and a rear rack.
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